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My website :    

www.gargiz.com 

The book cover is designed by me also 

the covers of my books  --

TomariSarengi,Raatpari,Kaalpurush O 

pahari Moinaguli, Suhel ,Keyur,Paap O 

Ramdhanu  etc. 
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To Dolon & Dipankar Da, 

( Actors :: Dolon Roy & Dipankar 

De )  
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Dedicating this book to my childhood 

friend Dolon Roy and India’s one of 

the finest actors’ Dipankar De. 

She loves poetry. 

I would request her to read my book 

KATHBURO which I feel is not a prose 

but half prose and half poetry style of 

writing with innovative ideas in 

writing. So, I hope she would enjoy the 

subject.  

Last but not least, English is not my 

first language. I love to narrate in my 

mother tongue. I believe a person feels 

most comfortable when they narrate 

in their own language because there is 

no one else like our own mother with 

whom we feel most easy, even if it be 

language alone.  
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“A friend is someone who knows 

all about you and still loves 

you.”  

― Elbert Hubbard 
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Comedy  

 

There are so many ways of  

Making people laugh  

Blue comedy  

Black comedy  

Prop comedy 

Physical comedy  

Mocumentary  

Insult comedy  

Deadpan comedy  

Satire  

But have you heard of anything like  

Bombing an entire nation  

just for fun 

This kind comedy? 

What is it? NUTS COMEDY?  
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Logic  

 

Once Upon a time  

There was a doctor who was very  

Rational and logical  

Who used to hate irrationality from 

the core of her heart  

She was brilliant and successful and  

Never believed in ghosts  

Or any such supernatural creatures or 

superstition  

Until one day 

Uncanny stuff started happening in  

Her house  

She was very very upset  

Could not find any rationale of what 

was happening or going wrong  

Her family was watching dark 

shadows  

In the middle of the night  

Which became intense during  

new moon phases  
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Everything was falling apart  

But Mrs. Doctor was still in denial and 

was  

Distressed by the nature of the 

situation  

Which she knew by no way was 

normal. 

 

Lastly the problem completely solved  

itself when they threw away a picked 

up bone brought by their pet German 

shepherd Lexy from the woods as a 

toy. 

No one knows what kind of bone is it 

but the logic behind it is the owner of 

the bone had a deep bond with the 

material stuff and hence the havoc. 

 

As soon as they got rid of it all the 

nuisance stopped so the lady 

physician who was very logical found 

that there are incidents out there 
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which cannot be attributed to 

common knowledge but are still 

possible and rational. 

 

In this interesting case the ghost 

came to teach her a few lessons 

about spiritual knowledge through an 

object that was deeply rooted within 

her training and tradition. 
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Messenger  

 

Who is a messenger  

Who is a preacher  

Could you please explain? 

  

Those who distort facts are preachers  

They are not preachers either they are 

dictators and dishonest politicians 

who  

for years have failed to deliver a 

profound change in our world and 

they have been deliberately lying and 

trying to destroy the world by making 

nasty updates and upgrades. 

But time has come to bypass them 

and  

Create an ice cream world  

Where people can have free ice cream 

for their family and friends and 
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whoever they love because it is the 

time to ethically hack and destroy the 

messengers  

Since they have become nasty to 

nastier people. 
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Design  

 

India has designed so many different 

things  

In various ways and I am very 

impressed by how much they knew 

and understood  

The story goes on and the movie was 

very interesting  

The modern times are still very 

interesting  

The astronomers are shining bright  

 

India is great indeed  

But I think it’s the time for you to  

design a new society for the future  

Like the rest of the world  

It would be practical not perfect  

Not based on caste system rather  

Human Rights  
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Not on skin colour but  

Human characteristics  

I have read the shastras well  

All of them points towards unity in 

diversity  

Which is the true nature of divine  

Indian culture and wisdom and 

serendipity. 
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Raindrops and roses  

 

When God created the cosmos  

There were only rainbow raindrops 

and roses  

All around  

Then came women and snakes and 

scorpions people say 

And turmoil started  

But that’s not the case. 

 

My lord the point to be noted here is  

Everything Everywhere was fine until  

Lust and control were invented. 
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Fake  

 

What you cannot see is fake  

What you cannot understand is fake  

What you cannot comprehend is fake  

If all is unrealistic then why you’re  

still searching for the real answer? 
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Silence  

 

Silence doesn’t mean keeping quiet  

It is all about shutting the doors of 

your  

heart and mind and ears and 

everything else  

so that the cosmos can communicate 

and understand you better than 

anyone else and bend you like 

Beckham. 
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PM’s daughter  

 

Prime Minister’s daughter had a 

stroke and died because her father 

was the love of her life and she didn’t 

have the chance to speak to him or 

spend enough time with him due to 

his duties and travelling so she 

screamed and cried and then she left 

and lied to all about her cocaine and 

fall then she died and was fried in the 

desert heat next to her father’s 

constitution seat 
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Mortician said she had died few days 

ago  

Though she was a Prime Minister’s 

daughter.  
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Weapons  

 

The weapons that are used to destroy 

people should be used for killing 

innocent civilians’ wicked thoughts  

Maybe it’s a little too abstract  

But it looks really good on the wall  

Even with the specs  

Else Ukrainian and Russian will never  

share a hot and spicy barbecue. 
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Online university  

 

Wisdom does not only lead to a 

better salary but it has a higher rate 

of intelligence and knowledge cream 

attached to it and thus goes the 

saying that knowledge is power  

College girls has loveliness  

Online students are veterans  

They’ve different pathways and 

perspectives  

Don’t compare honey with coconut 

water. 
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Barons  

 

Barons are privileged class 

Some are married to communists and  

have become commoners  

Now they can see life from other side  

How it feels to suffer for basic things 

and rights  

How it feels to get manipulated for no 

reason and slandered in public cause 

you are not an aristocrat  

The barons are  homeless beggars 

now begging for forgiveness and 

compassion. 
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Exposed 
 

I have exposed my skeleton 
No, I don’t have any anatomical 

evidence 
I have exposures of my own life and 

Love 
Love is very painful but always 

passionate 
for me 

I have experienced the most amazing 
and horrible things that a person 

could ever imagine 
But I have never hidden the truth 

I have explained it to you 
So many people who are 

brainwashed 
Can intensely subscribe real love. 
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Green energy 
 

War crimes and war 
Will never end and bones 

and bombs 
will never gain negative attention 

They are immortal 
as long as human rights are abused 
and the rights are fraudulently taken 

away from us. 
Now the time has come to brainstorm 

a green bomb 
Which will detonate at least once in a 

lifetime with zero climate change. 
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Gold digger  

 

A person who has bad intentions or  

Instincts  

Who scapegoated many people for  

Own Freedom  

Who is essentially not a  

Qualified miner 

But deals with precious materials and 

metals  

Of social media  

are immoral butterflies  

literally liars or murders 

Or hypothetical humans who are just 

trying to make themselves look good  

are quarantined for the rest of the life. 
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Fern 

 

Bring Me a fern in my life  

Black shark sleeping with me  

Dark clouds all around me  

Like old tortoise  

Engulfed my soul and  

Sucks it out for no good  

Bring me a few more ferns Oh my 

goodness  

I am going crazy with all these thorns 

and evil starfish. 
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Utopia  

 

Someone or something  

Create utopia  

Some songs remind me of  

Sounds long forgotten  

Would never return  

in my life  

Dreams unfulfilled  

Smell of colours and  

Lights and rainbows  

I know this phase will also pass  

But hopefully the utopia remains. 
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Melancholy 

 

God is also alone  

so he created the universe 

When I think of writing a poem 

I find that someone else has already 

written it in some other language 

Because loneliness leads to poetry 

 And merging of sacred souls . 
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Peace  

 

You have a great toy 

Great job  

You are very happy for that 

Yeah, but your dearest pal isn’t that 

lucky  

He literally lives a jungle life  

Shadow and shades all over his body  

But he is still glued to happiness  

This is pure peace. 
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Love  

 

What You Did for Your Dog or 

beautiful hair or cat or girl or ginger 

chicken whatever  

Is not legal love which goes by the 

book  

Have you interfered with their free 

will? 

Nah nah nah! 

Well, that’s pure love. 
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Narcissist  

 

Narcs are probably more popular 

than classical folks because they’re 

not really popular  

I’m sure they’re not  

But if you want to see them from a 

different perspective and publish 

some R & D on them  

You will see that they are very similar 

to a real source of immature cells and 

childish agony  

So, let’s transform them  

Train them into something better  

I’m sure they’ll appreciate that  

If life is a drama, then they  

are the young ones, 

Newborn actors on stage  

Let’s capture and play them. 
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News 

 

News reports that are releasing 

important data about life and health 

conditions and deaths and gossip  

The list goes on  

Straight from heart to strategic point  

I’m sure you will definitely dive deep 

into information and information  

and information  

The government has provided insight 

to  

Life and Death Services and other 

charities, like sea waves never ending- 

The National news network goes on. 
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Whiskey  

 

The most popular medicine for all 

diseases including disorders of mind 

and body  

Whiskey is immensely beneficial  

and immortal  

and compassionate  

And loving  

and loyal  

Literally listening  

There are no such words like anti 

whisky  

Ban whiskey or Nuke whiskey. 

 

Even warriors love it  
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Modern day quiz 

 

If you’re asked to answer the 

following question  

Say a good quiz and then you will be 

able to  

Earn one million dollars  

Then what will you give as an answer? 

Question is very simple. 

Whom will you take with you in a 

future situation  

where only one of the three is 

allowed  

Wife, prodigious kid or mobile 

phone?  
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Gina Barreca 

“It's not that diamonds are a girl's best 
friend, but it's your best friends who 

are your diamonds.” 
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THE END 

 

 

 

 

 

 


